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Did you just get a hot tub? Or are you having problems with an existing one? Maybe your water is

cloudy, or foamy, or smells. Or maybe you just got a new tub and don't want that to happen. Or

maybe, like me, you don't want to waste money on overpriced pool store chemicals that aren't even

as good as the cheap stuff you can buy in the laundry aisle of any supermarket.If any of the above

are true, this is the guide for you. In it I explain everything you need to know about hot tub

maintenance. I'll teach you how to balance and sanitize your water, clean your tub, and keep your

spa happy. I'll show you how to fix water problems that might develop and kill nasty biofilms. I'll give

you the lowdown on which chemicals you actually need, and which just exist to make your pool and

spa store money.I've included both detailed explanations of the inner workings of your hot tub's

water chemistry, for those interested in a deeper understanding, and simple, easy to follow

directions for everyone else. Even a child could follow my three step guide to sanitation, and doing

so will keep you from ever getting nasty bugs.I've even included a section at the back about buying

hot tubs that will save you the cover price of this book twenty times over.
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This book was definitely a great purchase and helped eliminate many sources of annoyance

regarding the hot tub. It has step-by-step instructions on cleaning and maintenance of the hot tub.

The writing is also good and easy to follow.There are some areas of improvement I would suggest,

such as including pictures of some problematic situations such as biofilm, which is very hard to

determine from just words. Also as some others have commented, the ozonator is missing from this

description.

taught me what I needed to know about keeping my hot tub water PH where it needed to be and

how to keep it there.

Fantastic, concise, detailed advice. Eliminates tons of confusion and saves money. Worth every

penny. Author has been very responsive by email also

I bought this short book not entirely sure what to expect given the lack of previous reviews. Luckily,

it turned out to be pretty much exactly what I was looking for.Looking online for information about

hot tub maintenance tends to yield either extremely biased and questionable advice from spa

manufacturers or forum posts that provide advice without really backing it up with any kind of well

researched reasoning or theory. This ebook nicely fills the gap of giving practical advice on hot tub

maintenance combined with just enough chemistry background to provide some confidence in what

is recommended.The writing is straightforward and clear. The whole thing takes no more than half

an hour to read, while providing an easy to consult reference to keep nearby while adjusting a spa's

levels.The book covers basic maintenance and balancing using bromine sanitation, discusses how

to properly clean a hot tub that's turned into a cesspool of bacteria, and provides some helpful hints

for what to do when things aren't working out as planned. It also provides some first time buyer's

advice I would have appreciated back when I bought my first hot tub.From my perspective, it's not

quite a 5/5 because it misses out on a few areas I would have loved to see covered. In particular,

the book doesn't discuss scale formation, and doesn't touch on ozonators, clarifies and other

supposed tools to make hot tub maintenance easier that are widely pushed by spa suppliers. It

would have been nice to see a bit more breadth. However, what the book does cover, it covers well.

This is a good simple book for people trying to understand hot tub water chemistry and deal with

getting their spas working right. It is no longer than it needs to be and is very readable. My only beef



is that the hyperlinks within the book don't work on my I-phone or I-pad Kindle App: for example, the

author will say something like, "For a description of the product I recommend, CLICK HERE", but

when you click you get a message which says "We're sorry, this operation is not supported at this

time." Please fix this.

This is an absolutely great book. Short and to the point, but covers everything I wanted to know. It

evens suggests the correct chemicals to buy. I ordered all of the suggested chemicals except the

calcium increaser since we are on a well that is loaded with calcium. I've been reading for weeks on

spa care, but this book put it all in prospective as to where to start and what to do to have a safe

and healthy hot tub.

This books is very helpful about water chemistry, but I wish it would explore silver ions with chlorine

as well.

I never ment to order this, may I please have a refund, accidentally hit the " Oder with one click"

button...
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